
Vantage Circle and BHyve Partners to
Incentivize Knowledge Sharing at the
Workplace

Vantage Circle Partners with BHyve

Vantage Circle partners with BHyve to

transform the employee experience at

progressive, knowledge-led companies

across the world.

NEW DELHI, DELHI, INDIA, September

29, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Vantage

Circle, a global leading simple and AI-

empowered employee engagement

platform announced a partnership with BHyve, a peer learning and real-time knowledge sharing

platform. 

BHyve’s partnership with Vantage Circle brings the power of collective intelligence for employee

The Vantage-BHyve

partnership is a powerful

combination that will lead to

a step-change in the way

organizations and

employees interact”

Omkar Pandharkame, CEO

and Co-Founder, BHyve

wellbeing to Vantage Circle’s customers. For BHyve

customers, Vantage Circle offerings add the incredible

experience of redemption into BHyve’s gamification

features. 

Between distributed teams, multiple software and experts

working when employees need help, finding the right

information or expert is slow and tiring. With BHyve,

organizations can connect all of their knowledge, and bring

it to the fingertips of employees.

BHyve is able to direct them to the right information from the right person in real-time. With

BHyve, employees are more productive, better directed towards the organization’s goals and

highly engaged.

Vantage Circle aims to shape an inclusive work culture and build winning work cultures across

the globe through innovative AI-powered employee engagement solutions. Its suite of solutions,

namely, Vantage Rewards, Vantage Perks, Vantage Pulse, and Vantage Fit, is designed to address

the conscious need to enhance workforce productivity by presenting a great employee

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.vantagecircle.com/
https://www.vantagecircle.com/


experience. 

BHyve connects employees to the organization’s internal knowledge and wisdom in real time,

increasing business productivity, improving employee wellbeing and protecting organizations

from knowledge attrition.

“We are looking forward to this partnership with BHyve, and collectively work towards

channelizing the information disarray at workplace by incentivizing knowledge sharing'', says

Partha Neog, CEO and Co-Founder of Vantage Circle.

“The Vantage-BHyve partnership is a powerful combination that will lead to a step-change in the

way organizations and employees interact: where employees share tacit knowledge for mutual

growth and organizations empower employees with recognition and engagement solutions

powered by innovative AI,” said Omkar Pandharkame, CEO and Co-Founder, BHyve.  

About BHyve: BHyve enables a progressive transformation in employees’ knowledge-sharing

experiences through its AI technology. The platform facilitates mutual growth and seamless

exchange of skill-based solutions and organizational tribal knowledge amongst employees within

organizations. With a successful and versatile clientele that includes Aditya Birla Hindalco,

Medusind, Classplus, and Growman Group, BHyve is the fastest growing WorkTech SaaS platform

that ensures employee and organizational enhancements across industries such as

Manufacturing, IT, and Healthcare along with the others. 

For more information, visit: https://www.bhyve.io/

About Vantage Circle: Vantage Circle is a global employee engagement company that uses AI-

based innovations to support HRs in simplifying and improving the employee experience. With

Vantage Circle's all-in-one platform, companies only need one platform to focus on the four

major areas of engagement: rewards and recognition, corporate discounts, employee feedback,

and employee wellness. The user base currently stands at a massive 1.8M+ employees from

some of the top leading corporations like HCL, Accenture, Infosys, Wipro, Aricent, GE, Mu Sigma,

Capgemini, and many more. 

Visit vantagecircle.com to learn more.
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EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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